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Abstract Intravascular optical coherence tomography
(IVOCT) is a well-established method for the high-reso-
lution investigation of atherosclerosis in vivo. Intravascular
near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF) imaging is a novel
technique for the assessment of molecular processes asso-
ciated with coronary artery disease. Integration of NIRF
and IVOCT technology in a single catheter provides the
capability to simultaneously obtain co-localized anatomical
and molecular information from the artery wall. Since
NIRF signal intensity attenuates as a function of imaging
catheter distance to the vessel wall, the generation of
quantitative NIRF data requires an accurate measurement
of the vessel wall in IVOCT images. Given that dual
modality, intravascular OCT–NIRF systems acquire data at
a very high frame-rate ([100 frames/s), a high number of
images per pullback need to be analyzed, making manual
processing of OCT–NIRF data extremely time consuming.
To overcome this limitation, we developed an algorithm
for the automatic distance-correction of dual-modality
OCT–NIRF images. We validated this method by com-
paring automatic to manual segmentation results in 180
in vivo images from six New Zealand White rabbit ath-
erosclerotic after indocyanine-green injection. A high Dice
similarity coefficient was found (0.97 ± 0.03) together
with an average individual A-line error of 22 lm (i.e.,
approximately twice the axial resolution of IVOCT) and a
processing time of 44 ms per image. In a similar manner,
the algorithm was validated using 120 IVOCT clinical
images from eight different in vivo pullbacks in human
coronary arteries. The results suggest that the proposed
algorithm enables fully automatic visualization of dual
modality OCT–NIRF pullbacks, and provides an accurate
and efficient calibration of NIRF data for quantification of
the molecular agent in the atherosclerotic vessel wall.
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Introduction
Atherosclerosis is the main cause of myocardial infarction,
stroke and peripheral vascular disease. It is estimated that
cardiovascular disease is the number one cause of death in
the United States of America for both women and men
[35 years old, with more than 700,000 deaths and 2 mil-
lion cardiovascular procedures per year, half of them being
catheterizations [1]. Direct and indirect costs of cardio-
vascular diseases have been estimated to be [300 billion
dollars per year in the United States and are constantly
increasing [1].
Intravascular optical coherence tomography (IVOCT) is
a well-established method for the clinical investigation of
coronary atherosclerosis [2]. It is an invasive catheter-
based imaging modality using near-infrared light and
interferometry, generating high-resolution images (i.e.,
axial resolution of *10–15 lm) of coronary arteries and
implanted devices [3]. Currently, IVOCT is extensively
used for testing the safety and efficacy of novel treatments
for atherosclerosis (e.g., drug-eluting stent and bioresorb-
able devices [4] ) and for the guidance and optimization of
complex percutaneous coronary interventions (PCI) [5].
Although IVOCT is capable of visualizing vessel wall
microstructure and intraluminal objects (e.g., stent struts
and intracoronary thrombus) in great detail [2], detection of
molecular content and activity is not possible. Intravascular
near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF) is an emerging molec-
ular imaging modality aiming to improve the understand-
ing of plaque and stent biology [6–9]. Therefore,
simultaneous acquisition of NIRF data in conjunction with
IVOCT would allow clinicians to gain insight regarding
complementary molecular information in coronary disease
[10]. More specifically, dual-modality intravascular OCT–
NIRF allows for the first time the simultaneous acquisition
of integrated information of vessel wall microstructure,
composition and molecular processes (e.g. inflammation),
making it suitable for multiple time-point assessment of
novel treatments and better understanding of the natural
history of atherosclerotic disease. For example, in the
future, once available clinically, OCT–NIRF could allow
one to identify areas of active inflammation in the context
of other microstructural features (e.g., thin-cap fibroath-
eromas) assessing inflammation of high-risk vulnerable
plaques in humans [7]. In addition, it could also enable a
more precise characterization of molecular processes
involved in neointimal tissue growth on stent surfaces [10,
11]. As such, this technology could prove very valuable in
testing therapeutic efficacy of drugs (also on stents) to
eventually prevent serious complications such as late stent
thrombosis and stent neoatherosclerosis [12].
One of the current challenges for catheter-based dual-
modality OCT–NIRF is that the fluorescence signal inten-
sity decreases with the distance from the imaging catheter
to the vessel wall, as the spot size decreases and the beam
diverges. In order to generate quantitative NIRF data, the
vessel wall position needs to be detected in IVOCT images
and the detected NIRF signal intensity adjusted accord-
ingly. Only calibrated NIRF data gives quantitative infor-
mation about vessel wall fluorescence that represents the
true concentration of NIRF molecular agents in the vessel
wall. In a recent publication, the relationship between
NIRF signal intensity and catheter-to-vessel wall was
analyzed [10]. However, the data processing was done
manually, and as a result, the process was very time con-
suming. Dual modality OCT–NIRF systems acquire ima-
ges at a very high frame-rate and a high number of images
per pullback need to be analyzed. As such, the manual
analysis and calibration of NIRF data is impractical for
large clinical studies and unsuitable for real-time intra-
vascular OCT–NIRF image visualization. Therefore, an
important step toward the clinical translation of dual-
modality OCT–NIRF is the development of automated
algorithms for rapid generation of quantitative NIRF data.
We have developed and validated a method for the fully
automatic quantification of vessel wall position in IVOCT
images and the subsequent calibration of NIRF data over
an entire dual modality dataset in vivo in rabbit aortic
vessels (which are of similar caliber as human coronary
arteries) following intra-venous injection using indocya-
nine green (ICG) (IC-Green, Akorn, Lake Forest, Illinois)
a NIRF imaging agent targeting inflamed atherosclerotic
plaques [7]. Similarly, validation was also obtained using
clinical, coronary IVOCT data that was previously
acquired. This algorithm may enhance translation of OCT–
NIRF technology by facilitating the interpretation of OCT–
NIRF datasets so that they can be readily acted upon in the
cardiac catheterization lab.
Methodology
Experimental setup
The experimental system used in this study has been pre-
viously described [10]. We utilized a high-speed second-
generation form of OCT termed optical frequency domain
imaging (OFDI), also known as frequency domain OCT
(FD-OCT) and swept source OCT (SS-OCT) [13, 14]. In
brief, the OFDI and NIRF systems were developed inde-
pendently and combined together by a dual modality rotary
junction. Light separation for OFDI–NIRF imaging is
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obtained through the use of specific dichroic mirrors
designed to split OFDI light wavelength (1,320 ± 55 nm)
from NIRF light wavelength (750 nm). The imaging
catheter is made of a double-clad fiber (DCF) (FUD-3236,
Nufern, East Granby, CT), where the OFDI signal propa-
gates through the fiber core (diameter of 9.7 lm) and the
NIRF signal through the fiber cladding (diameter of
125 lm). The light is focused to the sample and subse-
quently detected by a ball lens (diameter of 320 lm)
optimized for OFDI–NIRF dual modality imaging. Such a
lens is produced through a dedicated procedure by splicing
a short segment of coreless fiber on the tip of the DCF,
which is subsequently shaped to a ball using a computer
controlled laser splicing workstation (LZM-100 Laser
Splicing System, AFL, Duncan, SC). The resulting ball
lens is subsequently polished to a predefined angle (i.e.,
38) for side-view imaging. The fiber is then inserted into a
metallic drive shaft (Terumo Corporation, Tokyo, Japan)
with a housing specifically designed for accommodating
the ball-lens on its tip. To protect the vessels during rota-
tion and retraction of the drive shaft (i.e., data are acquired
through a helical scan), the drive shaft is finally inserted in
a transparent plastic sheath with an outer diameter of
800 lm (Terumo Corporation). This dual modality imag-
ing system acquires OFDI images with an axial resolution
of *10–15 lm and a lateral resolution of *30–60 lm.
The A-scan line acquisition of OFDI and NIRF signal are
synchronized at a speed of 52 kHz, so that the system
simultaneously acquires co-localized OFDI–NIRF data.
Algorithm for OFDI–NIRF data processing
A flowchart of the processing algorithm is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The algorithm receives two inputs: the entire
IVOCT pullback and the co-registered NIRF dataset. The
data processing workflow can be divided in two steps: (1)
the vessel wall is automatically segmented through all
IVOCT images at once; (2) quantitative information about
the vessel wall position is then applied for the distance
calibration of NIRF data. It is important to underline that
this procedure runs in a fully automatic way and no user
interaction is required.
Automatic segmentation
The aim of the segmentation is to provide an automatic,
robust and time efficient quantification of the vessel wall
position in intravascular IVOCT images. For this purpose,
we propose a three-dimensional (3D) segmentation algo-
rithm capable of analyzing an entire IVOCT dataset at
once. Given that IVOCT images are collected through a
helical scan (i.e., individual A-scan lines are acquired
while rotating and retracting the imaging catheter), it is
possible to represent an entire IVOCT pullback through a
single image Ipull obtained concatenating individual polar
domain images next to each other, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
In this way, it is possible to analyze the entire pullback at
the same time (i.e., not analyzing images one by one),
taking advantage of the spatial continuity of the vessel. In
addition, by looking at Fig. 2, one can argue that in IVOCT
data there is more information than just an intensity
increase between the lumen-vessel wall boundaries for
differentiating between these two regions. The lumen is
visualized as a low-intensity and non-textured region (with
artifacts and intraluminal objects responsible for high
intensity), while the vessel wall is a high-intensity textured
region. A robust segmentation of the vessel wall can thus
be achieved exploiting these properties.
As a first step, an adaptive binarization procedure is
applied. Data are made binary by applying Otsu’s method
to Ipull, minimizing the variance between the two classes
composing the image and thus providing a good separation
for image foreground and background [15], which are in
this case the vessel wall and the vessel lumen, respectively.
However, vessel wall grayscale intensities acquired by
IVOCT are dependent on the catheter position in the lumen
(i.e., distance and angle of incidence of light), resulting in a
variation of the image illumination along the pullback
direction. As such, Otsu’s method is applied to Ipull by the
mean of a translating window ws without overlap (as
illustrated in Fig. 3a), resulting in an adaptive binarization
of IVOCT data. Subsequently, the binary image IBW
(Fig. 3b) is processed with the purpose of retaining the
vessel wall only. The vessel wall typically appears as a
thick object with a regular and continuous profile, while the
vessel lumen appears as a low intensity region and intra-
luminal objects (e.g., blood residuals and guide-wire) as
irregular and isolated structures with a smaller area (e.g.,
Fig. 3a, yellow arrow). Appropriate morphological opera-
tions can be applied to the binary image for discriminating
the vessel wall from other intraluminal objects. First, an
Fig. 1 Flowchart of the processing algorithm. The algorithm receives
the entire IVOCT pullback and the co-registered NIRF dataset as
inputs, automatically processes the data, and outputs the distance-
calibrated IVOCT–NIRF pullback. No user interaction is required at
any of the processing steps
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image closing operation is applied to IBW using a disk-
structuring element dse, with the purpose of consolidating
the vessel wall filling small holes in the binary image
(Fig. 3c). Such image closing operation can defined as:
Iclosed ¼ IBW  dse ¼ ðIBW  dseÞ dse;
where  and @ denotes dilation and erosion, respectively
[16]. Subsequently, an area opening procedure eliminating
all the 4-connected components with an area smaller than a
predefined threshold Tarea (e.g., blood residuals and guide-
wire) is applied to Iclosed obtaining the final binary image
Iseg (Fig. 3c). To conclude this procedure, a cubic
smoothing spline f(p) [17] is fitted through the external
profile of Iseg, generating the final segmentation contour
(p indicates the smoothing parameter of the spline).
Importantly, the use of a spline takes into account the
spatial continuity of the vessel, corrects for eventual
irregularities, and interpolates missing luminal contours in
Fig. 2 IVOCT data are generated by acquiring a high number of
A-scan lines per second while rotating and retracting the imaging
catheter (i.e., helical acquisition). As such, an IVOCT pullback can be
represented by a single image Ipull obtained by concatenating all the
polar domain images (where data are represented as depth d vs. the
acquisition angle h) next to each other. The yellow asterisk indicates a
side-branch and the dotted lines separation between different pullback
frames
Fig. 3 Lumen-vessel wall segmentation procedure. a Part of the
entire image Ipull representing the IVOCT pullback. Yellow arrows
indicate blood residuals and the asterisks a side-branch and ws is the
translating window used for binarization. b Binarization results IBW
and c is the binary image Iseg after morphological processing.
d Lumen-vessel wall segmentation results after spline fitting f(p) for
spatial continuity. A small offset has been applied to the location of
lumen contour so that is displayed slightly inside the vessel lumen, to
enhance its visualization
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the case of discontinuities, as illustrated in Fig. 3d. As
such, this approach is also able to handle the presence of
side-branches: if no tissue from the side-branch is visible
then the branch is automatically excluded, otherwise the
side-branch is part of the automatically traced contour. The
final output of this segmentation algorithm is the position
of the vessel wall for each A-line of the analyzed pullback.
NIRF signal compensation for quantitative NIRF
imaging
Once the distance between the catheter and the artery wall
was automatically determined, distance correction was
applied in a similar way to what was previously described
[10]. Briefly, to characterize the relationship between the
detected NIRF signal intensity and vessel wall-catheter
distance for the specific catheter used in this study, we
prepared two phantoms using capillary tubes (with an inner
and outer diameter of 0.8 and 1.2 mm, respectively) by
filling them using saline solutions with different concen-
trations of a fluorescent dye (i.e., indocyanine green) of 2.5
and 0.25 lM, respectively. Phantoms were imaged by the
OCT–NIRF experimental system in a plastic box filled
with saline, acquiring images at different distances between
the catheter and the phantom by the means of a pullback.
Figure 4a shows NIRF data for the 0.25 lM phantom,
plotting the NIRF signal intensity as a function of the
distance from the imaging catheter that is defined using co-
registered IVOCT images. Measurements were fitted using
an exponential model f(x) = a*exp(b*x) ? c*exp(d*x) (a
sum of exponential was selected as it provided a smaller
fitting error compared to other models such as single
exponential and logarithmic), and a calibration function for
NIRF data was then obtained as g(x) = 1/f(x) (Fig. 4b).
With the purpose of validating such a function, NIRF
signal intensity acquired from the second phantom (i.e.,
2.5 lM concentration, Fig. 4c) was distance-calibrated
using g(x) (Fig. 4d). The two concentrations of 0.25 and
2.5 lM were selected so that there was a significant dif-
ference (i.e., one order of magnitude) between the two
phantoms for generating and validating g(x). The accuracy
of g(x) was subsequently estimated as the average varia-
tion, expressed in percentage, of calibrated data from the
expected value of 2.5 lM. Such an estimated function g(x),
in combination with IVOCT segmentation results, enabled
for the automatic calibration of NIRF signal intensity
through all the individual A-scan lines comprising a dual-
modality OCT–NIRF pullback.
Implementation details
Segmentation, scan-conversion and NIRF compensation
algorithm were implemented in Matlab 2013a (Math-
Works, Natick, MA) and additional toolboxes (i.e., Curve
Fitting toolbox ver. 3.3, Image Processing toolbox ver. 8.1
and Statistics toolbox ver. 8.1). The algorithm processing
time was quantified on a desktop computer (late 2010
iMac, Apple, Cupertino, CA), utilizing an i7 quad-core
processor (Intel, Santa Clara, CA) and 12 Gb of RAM, in
total.
Parameter tuning
The proposed segmentation algorithm was specifically
designed to limit the number of parameters that needs to be
tuned, which may decrease the sensitivity of the algorithm
to the make/model of the IVOCT system, and should make
the procedure easy to adapt for data acquired with different
Fig. 4 a NIRF data for the
0.25 lM phantom and the
exponential fitting f(x) through
the data (red line). b NIRF
calibration function
g(x) estimated as 1/f(x). c and
d NIRF data collected from the
2.5 lM phantom and the
distance-calibration results
obtained applying the
calibration function g(x),
respectively
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IVOCT systems and settings. As such, a total of only four
parameters needed to be tuned. Parameters were empiri-
cally defined by the means of a training-set (used for
manual optimization) comprised of multiple OCT–NIRF
images from n = 2 in vivo datasets.
In detail, the width of the sliding windows ws was set
equal to 128 A-scan lines. A high value for this parameter
would make the algorithm more robust to artifacts and
suboptimal quality of images (e.g. incomplete blood-flush
during acquisition) while a lower value may allow for a
more detailed segmentation in case of optimal image
quality. The value of 128 (i.e., splitting each IVOCT image
in 8 different ‘‘quadrants’’ according to the acquisition
angle h) was empirically selected, providing a good
tradeoff between algorithm robustness and accuracy.
Moreover, to understand the algorithm’s dependence on
this important parameter, we assessed the effect of a var-
iation of ±15 % of the length of ws on the segmentation
results.
The size of the structuring element dse for morphologi-
cal image dilation was set to be equal to 12 pixels and the
area constrain threshold (i.e., for the removal of small
isolated structures as detailed on ‘‘Automatic segmenta-
tion’’ section) was set equal to 5 9 103 pixels. Both of
these parameters are related to polar IVOCT image size,
which in this case was 1,024 9 1,024 pixels, with 1,024
being both the number of A-lines per image and the
number of samples per A-line. Finally, the smoothing
spline parameter p was set equal to 0.1 for the purpose of
generating a smooth vessel wall contour.
Data acquisition
IVOCT pullbacks were acquired in vivo in an established
animal model of atherosclerosis [6, 7, 10]. New Zealand
White rabbits (n = 8) developed atherosclerotic lesions
after balloon de-endothelialization injury followed by a
high cholesterol diet. The mean weight of the rabbits was
3.87 kg. Imaging was performed at 8 weeks acquiring one
pullback from eight different rabbit abdominal aortas. Two
(2) of them were used to generate the dataset for optimi-
zation of parameters, while the remaining six were used for
algorithm validation. Data were acquired at a pullback
speed of 10 mm/s (resulting in a longitudinal sampling of
0.4 mm in the pullback direction), typically imaging vessel
segments of approximately 60 mm in length. An imaging
agent, indocyanine green (ICG) (IC-Green–Akorn, Lake
Forest, Il), was injected for fluorescence imaging at a
concentration of 0.5 mg/kg. OCT–NIRF imaging was
performed 45 min after injection (n = 8 animals) as pre-
viously indicated [6, 7]. Data were acquired using a dual
modality OCT–NIRF catheter, specifically fabricated for
this study. The same catheter was used for all in vivo
imaging sessions and phantom experiments.
Validation
The algorithm was validated by comparing automatic
results to the manual segmentation performed by an expert
image reader, which is the current gold standard for
IVOCT image analysis [2]. Each luminal contour was
manually traced by following the boundaries between the
vessel lumen and the vessel wall (using ImageJ [18]
working at an image magnification level of 1.59). All the
six test-set pullbacks were analyzed by assessing images
with a sampling rate of 2 mm along the pullback direction
(in order to not use multiple frames with similar features in
the validation set), including images of both optimal and
suboptimal quality. Manual and automatic 2D segmenta-
tion results (i.e., segmentation of individual cross sectional
images) were compared by the means of the Dice similarity
coefficient, a standard technique for assessing 2D seg-
mentation accuracy (i.e., quantifying the agreement
between automatic segmentation with respect to the gold
standard) [19]. Moreover, the segmentation error over
individual A-scan lines (1D) was also quantified through
the median value and the mean absolute deviation [20]. To
conclude the validation procedure, the correlation between
the two measurements was also quantified using the Pear-
son’s correlation coefficient.
In addition, the segmentation algorithm was also vali-
dated on previously acquired IVOCT clinical data. A total
of 120 randomly extracted images from 8 different patients
(eight pullbacks from human coronary arteries) were
automatically and manually analyzed as described above.
Results were quantified in the same manner: Dice simi-
larity coefficient, individual A-scan lines error and corre-
lation coefficient.
Results
A total of 300 images were included in the validation study
(n = 180 preclinical and n = 120 clinical). A Dice simi-
larity coefficient of 0.97 ± 0.03 (mean and standard
deviation) was found comparing automatic to manual
IVOCT vessel wall segmentation for preclinical data. The
same value of 0.97 was found by applying a variation of
±15 % to the parameter ws. In addition, a segmentation
error of 22.0 lm (median value) and 36.5 lm (mean
absolute deviation) was found over individual A-scan lines,
together with a very high correlation coefficient of 0.99.
Validation on IVOCT clinical images showed a Dice
similarity coefficient of 0.96 ± 0.03, a segmentation error
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of 26.4 ± 48.4 lm and a correlation coefficient of 0.99.
Regarding NIRF calibration accuracy, the average varia-
tion of g(x) from the expected value using the validation
phantom with a concentration of 2.5 lM, was quantified to
be equal to *8 %. A computation time of approximately
44 ms per image was found, allowing to process an entire
pullback of 200 images with 1024 A-scan lines per image
in approximately 8.8 s.
Figure 5 shows examples of lumen segmentation for
some specific situations. In panel (b) it is possible to
observe a lipid plaque generating an irregular vessel wall
profile. Panel (c) and (d) show examples of suboptimal
image quality caused by residual blood in the vessel’s
lumen. Panel (e) shows a case with a side-branch, and in
panel (g) segmentation results in the presence of a guide-
wire saturation artifact. In all cases the segmentation
algorithm correctly dealt with this particular confounding
factors.
Discussion
In this study, we have described an algorithm for the
automatic segmentation of intravascular IVOCT datasets
and the subsequent calibration of NIRF signal intensity.
The algorithm is fully automatic and was validated over a
large number of images acquired in vivo (i.e., 180 images
from 6 in vivo preclinical IVOCT–NIRF datasets and 120
images from 8 IVOCT in vivo pullbacks of human coro-
nary arteries, including real-life cases of suboptimal image
quality and artifacts. Validation results showed that the
algorithm provides very accurate results and that an entire
dataset can be processed in a rapid and efficient manner.
Moreover, the validation study showed that parameters do
not need to be retuned among different acquisitions,
including both clinical and preclinical data, and that the
algorithm can be easily be applied to different datasets
acquired under different imaging conditions.
Given the fact that the manual segmentation of IVOCT
images is extremely time consuming (e.g., 1 h or more per
dataset, compared to the few seconds required by the
automated algorithm), validation results suggest that the
proposed algorithm can replace manual analysis achieving
a more efficient processing that is suitable for the on-line
visualization of dual modality OCT–NIRF pullbacks. This
algorithm enables the automatic processing of these dual-
modality images in a rapid and effective way, making it
possible to visualize quantitative NIRF data immediately
after OCT–NIRF pullback acquisition. As a matter of fact,
the proposed method can potentially be integrated on
Fig. 5 Examples of fully automatic lumen-vessel wall segmentation
for some specific cases. a Lateral reconstruction of an entire pullback
with the segmentation displayed on the top (yellow line). b Case of
irregular lumen contour due an atherosclerotic plaque (yellow arrow)
and c and d show examples of residual blood in the vessel lumen
(yellow arrows) and eccentric catheter position (d). The yellow arrow
in (e) points to a side-branch. f An example of segmentation results in
case of a small lumen diameter (*2 mm) and eccentric imaging
catheter position. g An example of images where the guide-wire is
present (yellow arrows). From this example, it can be seen that the
algorithm is able to correctly handle the presence of the guide-wire
even in case of ‘‘saturation artifact’’ (yellow arrow). The algorithm
accurately spans the gap in the image where the wall is hidden by the
guide-wire shadow (yellow asterisk). Similarly to Fig. 3, a small
offset is applied to the lumen contour so that it is slightly inside the
vessel lumen, in order to improve its visibility
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OCT–NIRF imaging systems, enabling automatic quanti-
fication of morphological, molecular and functional tissue
information during percutaneous coronary intervention. In
addition, the automated segmentation algorithm may
enable the visualization an OCT–NIRF dataset in three-
dimensions, providing an immediate representation of the
entire vessel that is being visualized (Fig. 6). Furthermore,
the proposed algorithm can potentially facilitate reliable
and practical analysis of dual modality OCT–NIRF data-
sets in the context of core-lab analysis, where a large
number of images typically need to be processed. Auto-
matic lumen segmentation can also provide quantitative
morphological information in an accurate and efficient
manner, automatically identifying severity (i.e., minimal
cross sectional area) and the extent of atherosclerotic
lesions in IVOCT pullbacks. Manual processing does not
allow for a quick visualization of quantitative OCT–NIRF
data at the time of data acquisition and makes the gener-
ation of quantitative NIRF data cumbersome and ineffi-
cient. As such, the proposed method may be an important
step for the clinical translation of dual modality intravas-
cular OCT–NIRF imaging modality as a novel tool for the
real-time assessment of human atherosclerosis, helping the
optimization of current cardiovascular therapies and
treatments.
Further improvements
The proposed algorithm was validated analyzing 300 ima-
ges from 6 in vivo real-life intravascular OCT–NIRF
datasets and 8 clinical IVOCT datasets obtained in vivo.
Study results showed that the algorithm provided good
quality segmentation without any systematic error with
respect to manual analysis (gold standard available) without
the need to re-tune the algorithm’s parameters for different
pullbacks. Validation in over 14 pullbacks obtained in vivo
did not show confounding factors where the proposed
method systematically fails. As such, we can conclude that
in case of pullbacks with acceptable image quality (e.g.,
proper blood flushing of the vessel lumen during image
acquisition), the proposed algorithm segments IVOCT
accurately. If, in the future, additional improvements are
necessary to increase accuracy, the algorithm can be fur-
thered developed taking into account the ‘‘full’’ 3D spatial
continuity of the vessel, as illustrated in Fig. 7. However,
intravascular image acquisition artifacts such as non-uni-
form rotation distortion (NURD) and the relative movement
of the imaging catheter with respect to the vessel wall may
cause subsequent IVOCT images to not to be perfectly
aligned with each other. Given that IVOCT is truly a high
resolution imaging modality, even very small artifacts (e.g.,
tenths of microns) may play a significant role. Previous
studies showed that these types of artifacts are very chal-
lenging to correct by applying post-processing methods
only [21]. As such, future generations of IVOCT systems
that can minimize these effects (e.g., using a motion
tracking system [22] or through ultra-fast IVOCT image
acquisition [23]), potentially enabling additional improve-
ments in automated segmentation accuracy.
If compared to other (commercially) available methods
[24, 25], the segmentation algorithm proposed in this paper
contains similar features: the lumen contour is traced in a
fully automated way, without the need of manual input
from the user. However, if compared to previous methods
[25], the key innovation introduced by this method is that
an entire IVOCT pullback is segmented at once, processing
the entire dataset as a single image. This methodology has
the advantages of making this approach very efficient in
terms of processing time (i.e., low complexity) and, as
confirmed by the validation study, is very robust with
respect to segmentation accuracy. However, a full com-
parison of this algorithm to other methods would require
the use of a common datasets and the efforts from multiple
groups involved in this research field, which is beyond the
scope of this study.
Regarding suboptimal image quality, even the most
accurate automated segmentation algorithm occasionally
fails due unanticipated image features (e.g., artifacts) that
are encountered in real world settings. Accordingly, a user
interface is also under development to enable easy and
efficient use of the software by intravascular OCT–NIRF
operators in a catheterization lab. As typically done in the
field of medical imaging, such an interface allows for a
rapid inspection and manual correction of segmentation
results in case of inaccuracies, making the algorithm
Fig. 6 3D rendering of the entire IVOCT–NIRF calibrated pullback
(a and c). Red color represents the vessel wall and yellow color a high
NIRF signal. b An example of combined intravascular OCT–NIRF
cross-sectional image after NIRF signal calibration. The proposed
method for the automatic processing of intravascular OCT–NIRF
datasets can potentially facilitate the generation and display of
combined 3D morphological and molecular information of the vessel
at the time of the percutaneous coronary intervention. OCT–NIRF 3D
rendering was obtained using software OsiriX (OsiriX Foundation,
Geneva, Switzerland)
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suitable for the analysis of data of very low quality or that
contains rare artifacts.
As a last consideration, even using relatively computa-
tionally inefficient software (Matlab) and processor (Intel
i7), the total time to process the IVOCT frame and correct
the corresponding frame’s NIRF signal was relatively good
(44 ms). Optimization of the proposed algorithm using a
graphic processing unit and implementation in a faster
language (e.g., C?? or CUDA parallel processing) will
accelerate the time to conduct automated image analysis
further. Importantly, this optimization may enable for the
display of quantitative NIRF data in real time. Near
instantaneous display and registration of both IVOCT and
quantitative NIRF data in the catheterization lab is an
important step that will require to make this information
actionable. This automated process will therefore become
critical once studies have been conducted that show the
clinical benefit of intravascular OCT–NIRF.
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